Model-Driven Web Engineering (MDWE) approaches aim to improve the Web applications development process by focusing on modeling instead of coding, and deriving the running application by transformations from conceptual models to code. The emergence of the Interaction Flow Modeling Language (IFML) has been an important milestone in the evolution of Web modeling languages, indicating not only the maturity of the field but also a final convergence of languages. In this paper we explain the evolution of modeling and design approaches since the early years (the 90's) detailing the forces which drove that evolution and discussing the strengths and weaknesses of some of those approaches. A brief presentation of IFML is accompanied with a thorough analysis of the most important achievements of the MDWE community as well as the problems and obstacles that hinder the dissemination of model-driven techniques in the Web engineering field.
1-Introduction and Motivation
The explosive growth of the Web as a platform for building software applications and as a means for communication, entertainment, education and commerce has dramatically changed the landscape of software development. "Conventional" (pre-Web) applications followed a more or less clear life-cycle in which maintenance and evolution were measured in years, end-users were well known by developers and were many times "captive", and interface and interaction issues were not decisive; meanwhile, the Web introduced a new set of challenges. Web application requirements vary at a very fast pace, we have to deal with thousands of unknown users which access millions of information items and who expect personalized contents and functionality. These users are seldom loyal and they expect easy to use and effective applications. At the same time, underlying technologies, frameworks, and programming languages have been continuously evolving. To make matters worse, the new generation of user devices, i.e., smart phones and tablets, pushed the set of challenges further. As a consequence, development teams suffer more stress since they need to deliver running applications with frequently unstable requirements in short time; moreover, these applications must run in a huge variety of devices on top of different, and many times immature, frameworks. Very different to the "old" days, developers have become polyglot since they need to know many programming languages to build single high performance applications, for which even emerging write once, deploy anywhere frameworks fall short. Customers, meanwhile, have learned to use the Web and are each day more demanding, since they have access to applications which are similar to what they need and therefore can easily imagine new and many times more sophisticated features. The first attempt to face the chaotic development of Web applications was the emergence of the Web Engineering field [23] . Web engineering has been defined as the application of systematic, disciplined and quantifiable approaches to development, operation, and maintenance of Web-based applications. While it is not the purpose of this paper to discuss the interesting relationships between Software Engineering and Web Engineering, it is true that there has been debate about this. Clearly Web Engineering uses (must use indeed) the techniques and principles that Software Engineering developed during decades; at the same time, however, as said before, the Web brings new kinds of problems that did not exist previously. In this sense, Web Engineering uses techniques of information engineering, hypertext and hypermedia design, information retrieval and data mining, graphic and interaction design, etc. Both Software Engineering and Web Engineering involve software development and its life cycle (including maintenance and evolution [47] ), and so they share an important theoretical and practical corpus; however, Web Engineering must go beyond this. One of the most important common problems of both disciplines is the need to describe and build systems using models as a way to solve some of the previously discussed problems. In this direction, Model-Driven Software Engineering-MDSE [6] was defined as a software development approach that focuses on the creation of domain models, highlighting abstract representations of the knowledge and activities in an application domain rather than in the algorithmic concepts. Models in the MDSE can be used to generate running applications in general by means of incremental transformations of these models that end up with source code generation. In this paper we discuss the main results of one specific sub-area of MDSE, the so called Model-Driven Web Engineering (MDWE) [65] . MDWE (as well as its "father" discipline Model-Driven Software Engineering-MDSE) [9] deals with those approaches which aim to generate running Web applications by transforming conceptual models onto models which are understood by computers (e.g., programs). The most important examples of this paradigm are Web application models, i.e., models which describe different aspects of the Web application; therefore, one of the many facets of MDWE has been the development of Web modeling languages, those languages that allow building Web application models. These languages are usually accompanied by a set of guidelines (methods) for their use and the tooling that support the previously-mentioned transformations. The most important contributions of MDWE approaches to the more general area have been mainly the identification of modeling concerns which are specific to the Web domain, such as navigation and user interface/interaction. Specifically, as we will show in this paper the techniques for dealing with the latter concern (interface/interaction) while present in every interactive application can be considered in some way the most important contribution of MDWE approaches to the software engineering field. MDWE approaches have shown how a clear separation of these concerns from the most "conventional" ones' favor modularity and hence evolution. Additionally, MDWE approaches brought to the surface several concepts which had been "lost" after the emergence of the Web, particularly those related with the hypermedia paradigm (from which the Web was inspired). Additionally, and as described elsewhere [65] , the MDWE discipline had to deal with a myriad of new issues as well as the adaptation of some of the existing solutions in the software engineering and in the MDSE field. Examples of this are: the relationships among the concepts in the Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) approach and the architectural variants in the Web, the need of different meta-models for specific concerns in Web applications development, the emergence of service, social and cloud-computing and its impact in the definition of models, the impact of multidisciplinary aspects in the development of models, the emergence of new kinds of stakeholders for the definition of requirements, etc.. Figure 1 summarizes in graphical form the containment relationships between the different disciplines that we have mentioned so far. Since the early 90's many Web (at first Hypermedia) [37, 45, 94] modeling languages were developed and a lively community arose among those groups working in Web modeling issues. All these approaches tried to address the different features that Web applications support; to name a few: varying users' profiles, dynamic contents, rich user interaction, business processes, personalization and later mobility, social features, etc. While the availability of a great number of different and heterogeneous approaches enriched the community understanding of the problem and helped to answer existing research questions, it also hindered the adoption of these technologies by developers. Fortunately in 2013, the Object Management Group (OMG) [128] adopted the Interaction Flow Modeling Language (IFML) [120] as the standard approach to describe the interaction features of Web (and other kind of interactive) applications, making it part of the set of software modeling standards like the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [134] , the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) [114] , etc. This paper describes the long path since the early modeling languages to the current state of the art, by focusing on which are the main achievements and what is still missing in the MDWE discipline. We briefly discuss the forces which drove this interesting evolution together with the most important milestones. The paper doesn't pretend to be a survey of existing methodologies and languages nor to describe any of those approaches with detail; rather than that, we try to explain the why's and how's of the different steps made by the community and the most outstanding products of the community knowledge. The reader can refer to the many excellent surveys on the field such as [107] or to the enormous amount of material describing specific approaches. A thorough literature review can be found in [32] . Also, and for the sake of conciseness we do not address quality issues which are of course important to the field. A detailed presentation of these issues can be found in [73] . There are other areas in the Web engineering field such as Web Services (specifically models for Web services) that have been addressed elsewhere [87] . The paper is divided in two major parts. In the first part we briefly review the most important milestones to reach to the current state of the art. In Section 2 we detail the first modeling approaches in the field, and briefly discuss the taxonomy of forces that drove evolution. Section 3 discusses the first generation of specific Web modeling notations and methods. In Section 4 we dive in the language jungle of the first ten years of the new century. Section 5 shows how the community followed the road to a modeling standard. The second part is devoted to the achievements and problems to be solved. Section 6, lists the main achievements of the community beyond the main product (the IFML standard), while Section 7 discusses what is still missing in MDWE. We present our conclusions in Section 8.
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2-Context and Forces
In the late 80's and early 90's we witnessed an explosion of research in hypermedia; the hypermedia paradigm, which gave birth to the Web, has been conceived many years before but it was the advent of the CD-ROM and multimedia in the 80´s which allowed some popularity of this way of accessing information. Hypermedia (a multimedia extension to hypertext) has been defined as a paradigm for representing and accessing information [70] . Information is represented and stored in nodes, and nodes are related by links. The resulting graph can be then traversed by following these links from node to node. Nodes contain anchors for links which indicate those nodes' areas from where navigation can proceed. Nodes can also be the host of access structures such as indexes, which help to introduce hierarchical structures in the hypermedia graph. Originally, hypermedia applications (i.e., specific hypermedia graphs in an application domain, e.g., a museum) were developed in a handcrafted way; however, it soon became apparent that this approach suffered the same kinds of problems that programs suffer (difficult to detect errors, complicated maintenance, etc.). To address these issues, similar to programming and database development, the hypermedia community developed several approaches to raise the level of abstraction in which these systems were built. It is interesting to mention here that these early approaches were originated in groups with different backgrounds (e.g. databases, software engineering, human computer interaction and artificial intelligence). All of them recognized immediately the impact of interface issues, showing a first glance of the multidisciplinary aspects that were common a bit later in Web applications development. Additionally, these approaches emerged from groups that were used to the idea of models in their own disciplines and the differences between these approaches had to do with the nature of these models, e.g., entity/relationship, objectoriented, etc. In this section, we briefly survey the main approaches for hypermedia design which were the roots of the first generation of Web design methods. We also describe the interleaving of forces which shaped all these methods.
Historical background: Early Hypermedia design approaches
Perhaps the first and most cited hypermedia design approach was the Hypermedia Design Model (HDM) published in 1993 [38] , inspired by the E/R approach. The most important contribution of HDM was not the notation, which was not very expressive, but the ideas behind the approach, mainly the need to model content navigation using the primitives of node and link, and the need to separate design from implementation. The other relevant hypermedia design approach was the Relation Management Methodology (RMM) [45] , which improved the ideas of HDM by enriching the entities with attributes and considering relationships as first-class citizens. Additionally, RMM introduced for the first time the idea that navigation and user interface were different concerns and that several interface issues (e.g., how to limit the amount of information presented to the user in a screen) were critical and should be dealt with during design, in this case using the concept of slice of an entity. RMM was also the first approach to provide tool support for transforming a design model into a running hypermedia application [24] . The systematic analysis and design of relationships was also considered by other authors [110] which unfortunately was neither adopted by other approaches, nor considered in the design of Web applications in which links (the realization of relationships) are at the core of the applications' functionality.
Forces
There are different forces that have driven the evolution of Web engineering methods. They interleave in different ways and many times it is difficult to determine which of them caused a particular step in the evolution, e.g., a new method or notation, new primitives in a specific method or the identification of shortcomings in a particular approach. We can identify four main types forces (that may be surely sub-classified): 1. Device and network advances (e.g., mobile phones, touch screens, network connectivity). 2. Software technology evolution (e.g., new HTML versions, Web software frameworks like JSF 1 or AngularJS 2 ). 3. User or market requirements (e.g., the need for personalization, support for business processes, volatile functionalities, or the creation of contents by end-users). 4. Better understanding of the design process and concerns (e.g., recognizing the need for separation of concerns, for more expressive notation, semantics, etc.).
If we observe how our field evolved in the last 20 years, it shows a similar pace regarding these forces than what happened in other fields (e.g., the object-oriented field). The Web was a research product which could exist because of the improvement of the internet and the needs of researchers to share documents; meanwhile software and methodological support for business processes was triggered by market and users' requirements. Sometimes, conceptual abstractions might have arisen even before the technology supported them reasonably: this can explain how many of the ideas of the mobile or context-aware Web (similar to the field of context-aware computing) such as [18, 33] which were previous to the smart phones, tablets or even Wi-Fi connectivity have not been fully implemented in concrete applications, as we will discuss later. However, similarly to what happened in other research areas (such as databases and programming), we can observe that, in general, methods and notations came after low level languages or tools support. And while in our field the first three forces continue to evolve, it seems that we reached a point of stability in the understanding of the design process.
3-First Generation of Model-Driven Web Engineering approaches
During the mid-90's hypermedia design approaches evolved into Web design approaches; this was caused by the rapid growth of the Web platform and by the understanding that Web applications were much more dynamic than the hypermedia applications they were trying to support, such as kiosks, or CD-ROM based systems. The Object-Oriented Hypermedia Design Method (OOHDM) [93] formally introduced the idea that domain, navigation and interface models should be separated (although related) since they represented different concerns. Additionally, it introduced the idea that objects of the same domain model could be navigated differently (by the definition of different navigation models) and that different interaction and interface facilities could be built for the same navigation model, e.g., to support varied presentation devices. OOHDM also introduced a notation for navigational contexts [93] and considered access structures (such as menu and indexes) as first-class citizens at the same level of nodes and links early introduced by HDM. Interface and interaction issues beyond navigation were specified using Abstract Data Views (ADVs) and ADV charts [19] . Though originally based on the Object Management Technique (OMT) [88] , it moved to UML when UML arose. However, the notation was in part proprietary. Finally, together with the new notation, OOHDM comprised a set of process heuristics ranging from the typical waterfall to the iterative and incremental styles [52] . However, like other model-driven approaches, the process was mostly thought to be used in a waterfall way. The main contribution of OOHDM was not its object-oriented nature (which of course served to cleanly describe relationships between modeling concerns) but the idea that a Web application was a (navigational) view built on top of a domain model. This idea was used subsequently by all Web design approaches. Further separation of interface and interaction issues (in different models) was an issue under debate for years in the community. Another contribution of OOHDM was the introduction of the Web patterns concept [84] as a means to reuse navigation and interface designs. The idea that Web models comprise a domain, a navigational and an interaction/interface model, helped to understand that Web patterns might also exist in the three different design concerns. Therefore, it was a direct consequence of a modeling strategy. Many Web patterns were discovered by different groups [39, 67, 86] . Some of these patterns were later incorporated in different design notations either as primitives or model annotations.
One of the main drawbacks of OOHDM was that it had poor support for automatic (or semiautomatic) generation of running Web applications, although some support was later built in the context of the Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) style [91] . The Web Applications Extension (WAE) [16] extended UML with some stereotypes to represent client and server pages, forms, client script objects, links, etc. While WAE recognized the software engineering issues behind Web applications, it did not address the major concerns of these applications clearly. One of the main reasons of this drawback might have been the fact that WAE was thought with implementation technologies (such as ASP or JSP) in mind. As a consequence, the impact of WAE in the literature was minor and there was no movement on this approach after its second version (WAE 2) in 2002 [17] . Different to WAE, the Unified Web Engineering (UWE) [42] approach represented a major step forward. It was also object-oriented but its notation was fully based on UML. While still dividing the design process in three main activities: domain or application modeling, navigation design, and presentation design, UWE extended UML in a conservative way (not modifying the meta-model but using stereotypes) and used the whole UML notation starting from requirements, with an extension to the use cases notation. The next major contribution of UWE was its support for deriving a Web application from design models via model-tomodel and model-to-code transformations [62] . Additionally, UWE introduced the idea of modeling the user in order to support different strategies of application adaptation [50] . Though originally published in 2000, we consider the Web Modeling Language (WebML) [14] as a first generation language since it also helped to shape the subsequent approaches. It also separated data modeling from navigation design (called hypertext design in WebML) although interface and interaction models were not considered in its first version. WebML privileged entity-relationship modeling and later moved to UML models. While its hypertext notation was proprietary, it was simple and in many ways it was more expressive than OOHDM and UWE, incorporating some features that the previous approaches relegated to presentation models. WebML's tool support, WebRatio [138] (which was also the name of the spin-off company created to support the language) was easy to use, powerful and welladvertised. Additionally, the WebML support group was very active and therefore many extensions were built in the next few years (See Section 4). Moreover, as we will discuss later, WebML evolved seamlessly into the IFML standard. Summarizing, the first group of modeling approaches shaped the modeling space of Web applications by defining the main concerns and the concepts that needed to be modeled in each one. These approaches also showed that model-driven development was feasible and provided tools (conceptual and technological) to support this process. Figure 2 shows a timeline of these contributions. 
4-Modeling Languages in the New Century
From 2000 we witnessed an explosion of methods and modeling approaches for Web application development as well as extensions to the abovementioned approaches. Many of them were motivated by some combination of the forces presented in Section 2; others were just different notations with the same features of the methods presented in the 90's. Here, we just enumerate some of them together with their motivations. A very thorough analysis of the complete literature can be found in [107] . For the sake of clarity, we separate the methods in two groups: those which introduced new features motivated by either new users' requirements or technological advances (e.g., personalization, support for semantic Web applications, business processes, etc.), and those which introduced better support for the life cycle (e.g., requirements specification, better separation of concerns, improved meta-modeling and transformations, etc.). Of course it might happen that some methods appear in the two sub-sections. Again, the intention is to give meaningful examples rather than to mention all approaches.
Methods introducing new features
In the early 2000's several methods introduced features for dealing with personalization and some kind of context-awareness. OOHDM [83] , WebML [13] , and UWE [4] were slightly improved in that direction. From the new methods, an outstanding role was played by the Ubiquitous Web Applications approach (UWA) [33] since it claimed to consider ubiquity in all design dimensions. The work on UWA was remarkable and many interesting extensions were developed, such as UWA+ [6] and UWAT+ [26, 28] . As mentioned in Section 2.2, this is an interesting case where computing abstractions and understanding of a technology came much before the time in which this technology was widely available. This mismatch might be the cause why many of the UWA concepts were not applied immediately or even reinvented later. A complete and thorough survey on methods' support for ubiquity can be found in [95] .
Another interesting achievement for methods was the introduction of Semantic Web features (such as an extensive use of ontologies and the use of RDF 3 to represent models). The more representative approaches were Hera [105] , the Semantic Hypermedia Design Method (SHDM, an evolution of OOHDM) [96] and the Web Semantics Design Method (WSDM, an evolution of the Web Site Design Method) [97] .
The problem of designing complex workflows (typical in business processes) was discussed very early in the MDWE community and therefore support for representing business processes was soon available in UWE [48] , OOHDM [92] and WebML [10] ; UWA+ [6] and UWAT+ [6, 28] extended the UWA approach with better support for business processes.
To illustrate the expressive power of MDWE approaches and the maturity of the community, almost each new technological possibility was soon supported by modeling approaches; we illustrate here the case of RIA [29] and Mashups [22] .
Many Web modeling approaches such as OOHDM [99] , WebML [7] and OOH [43] improved their modelling primitives to specify interaction features by embracing Rich Internet Applications (RIA) features, those Web applications with advanced interaction features. The RUX method [80] provided support for improving both WebML and UWE with RIA features.
In the case of Mashups, almost when the first programming approaches (such as Yahoo's) for Mashups appeared, researchers in the MDWE field devised new modeling approaches [21, 55, 81] . A thorough analysis of this topic is presented in [22] . Figure 3 , summarizes the contributions of the previously mentioned approaches. 
Improving modeling and design issues
During the last decade, the MDWE community gained in understanding of the methods' weaknesses regarding life cycle coverage. Many methods also improved their formal basis, by incorporating concepts and techniques developed in the MDSE field.
Life cycle coverage
While most methods supported the modeling of the different Web application concerns and the automatic (or semi-automatic) generation of running applications, they didn't usually cover requirement elicitation and specification. In some cases, the method assumed that requirements were captured and represented using some existing technique (e.g., use cases or user stories) but soon it became clear that certain requirements (e.g., navigation or interface) could not be easily represented in this way. As previously commented, UWE defined a specific UML profile [136] for improving use case specifications. OOHDM incorporated User Interaction Diagrams (UIDs) [106] , a state machine like notation for navigation requirements. OOWS defined a model-driven approach to map Web requirements onto design models [101] . Navigational Development Technique (NDT) [30] , meanwhile, was originally devised to deal with Web applications requirements, and it later evolved into a full-fledged approach. WebSpec [58] provided support for specifying navigation and interaction requirements and for mapping them onto WebML models. Nice surveys of approaches for specifying requirements in Web applications can be found in [32, 103] .
In [63] the authors presented WebSA (Web Software Architecture), a novel approach to address architectural issues in the model-driven process, "merging" them with the application's functional models, and applying the corresponding transformations to generate the running application.
Testing (including early testing) and maintenance were not addressed in the first generation of MDWE proposals but were later discussed in several approaches [35, 57, 69] ; a thorough survey can be found in [20] .
Additionally, many MDWE approaches attacked different aspects of the realization of Web applications; a remarkable aspect that was introduced during this new century is the specification of Web Services (WS) in the context of MDWE (beyond the specification of WS, their choreographies, etc.). WebML improved its notation to support Web Services [8] ; similarly, OOWS incorporated WS in its design repertoire.
Improving conceptual support for MDWE
The continuous advance on model-driven engineering technology contributed with the improvement of MDWE approaches. Perhaps the most important of these advances was the emergence of the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) standard [123] defined in 2001 by the OMG. In MDA, system functionality is defined using a Platform Independent Model (PIM) described using an appropriate Domain-Specific Language (DSL), for example UML. The PIM is then transformed into a Platform Specific Model (PSM) by means of model transformations to finally generate the source code of the application. The PSM might be different for different implementation platforms (e.g., Java, .Net, etc.). PIMs and PSMs are defined using modeling languages that are described using a corresponding meta-model and transformations are (or can be) described also using a transformation meta-model. MDA is supported by a set of additional OMG standards, including the Meta-Object Facility (MOF) standard [129] for metamodels definition, the MOF Query/View/Transformation (QVT) language [131] for model-to-model (M2M) transformations, and the MOF Model to Text Transformation (MOFM2T or MOF2T) language [125] for model-to-text transformations (i.e., code generation). Though the MDA approach was never considered mainstream in the industry, its contributions to the understanding of the model-driven software engineering process were outstanding. UWE was perhaps the first proposal to describe the whole approach, including the process, with a metamodel [136] using MOF, and to base the generation of running applications by using model transformations [49] , using a "pure" translationist approach; this allowed to constantly improve application generation adding new target platforms. OO-H [40] and OOWS [75] are two new evolutions of the formal object-oriented method (OO-Method [76] ) which arises to support automatic generation of Web applications. OOWS introduced as specific contribution the implementation of a PIM compliant with the MDA standard. The PIM allows OOWS models to be transformed into running code and the process is supported by the commercial tool OlivaNova (provided by Integranova [119] ). Many research groups proposed metamodels for WebML [90] which meant a step forward that was later profited to create the IFML standard. The UWA approach also assisted to evolutions towards MDA and automatic generation of application prototypes [5, 27] . In particular, the UWA-based MDWE approach presented in [5] adopts MOF for the definition of the PIM and PSM metamodels used by the method, the ATLAS Transformation Language (ATL) [113] for model-to-model transformations, and Xpand [124] for code generation from models. NDT defined a metamodel for requirements [31] , which was interoperable with the UWE approach. All these efforts contributed together to pave the way to a standard language. Regarding the design process itself, some approaches recognized the need to improve separation of concerns in their notations to make designs more evolvable. While separation of design concerns had been implicitly recognized by all design approaches and also by component-based approaches like the WebComposition Process Model [36] , the addressed concerns remained the "canonic" ones: content, navigation, interface, and interaction. In some cases, additional concerns were business processes and personalization. However, functional applications concerns were poorly considered by MDE, nor there was support for this in MDWE approaches. To address the lack of design support, OOHDM used advanced separation of concerns to deal with volatile requirements [100] . Hera [12] used aspect-oriented concepts to deal with crosscutting concerns. An aspect-oriented WebML was also presented in [89] . Unfortunately, the momentum of aspect-oriented technology ended some years ago and these ideas were not further explored beyond these academic works.
Towards a standard modeling language
The negative aspect of having a myriad of design approaches and notations was very early recognized by the community. While it was natural that different actors proposed their own approaches according to their understanding of the problem, the problems this caused to potential users, educators and students learning MDWE became clear soon (e.g., how to choose the design language for a project). Although the concepts in most approaches were more or less similar, the differences in notation made difficult to organize learning materials. The MDWE community organized a series of workshops in which this problem was discussed: the International Workshop on Web Oriented Software Techniques (IWWOST) [112] , the Workshop on Model-Driven Web Engineering [111] and later a network of institutions called MDWEnet [104] were created to, at least in part, discuss this issue. There were mainly three ways to solve this problem. The first way was to achieve an agreement among different methods and come out with a new one with the "best" of each of them. This was the approach followed by the "three amigos" (Booch, Jacobson and Rumbaugh) to create UML in the 90´s [46] . This approach failed, perhaps because there were much more than three modeling approaches and because each involved scientist had a different research target (neither Booch nor Jacobson and Rumbaugh were scientists). The second way was to make all approaches interoperate in a way or another, allowing easy portability from one design model to another or to bridge them easily. Many researchers tried to define "common" meta-models and there were very interesting results. The most thorough and systematic approach was the Web Engineering Interoperability (WEI) initiative which aimed to provide easy exchange of models among existing tools but also to address the incorporation of new concerns to existing methods. A very complete analysis of this problems and the proposed solution can be found in [66] . Finally, the third possible way was to create a standard, either by the emergence of a brand new approach or through the evolution of one of the existing ones. In 2013 when the OMG announced that it has adopted IFML as the standard language for describing interaction aspects of Web (and other kinds of) applications, we reached a new milestone, not necessarily the end of the road, but definitively a step forward. In the next section we discuss our achievements as a community, emphasizing on the IFML and its impact.
5-MDSE and MDWE Impact on Industry
MDWE approaches aim at providing tools and techniques for simplifying applications design, development and evolution. Tools play an important role in MDWE adoption since traditionally software engineers are used to rely on the use of CASE tools for boosting their productivity. Diverse works have studied the impact of MDSE in the industry highlighting the pros and cons of its usage. Model Driven Engineering (MDE) has been widely adopted in diverse industry domains. According to [109] , software companies that successfully adopted MDSE based their development on domain-specific models rather than on general purpose languages such as UML. Surprisingly, the real benefit gained from code generation is hindered by the training effort on MDSE techniques. However, the real benefit that companies find in MDSE usage is the clear definition of the software architecture. The process and the method behind MDSE adoption in a company are not always properly supported by a tool; indeed, the immaturity, complexity, and usability are the major tool's barriers [108] . [126] . Web applications development can be performed using tools which rely on proprietary approaches and languages such as Mendix [116] and OutSystem [130] . These solutions support agile development processes comprising common phases such as requirement gathering, requirement modelling, application generation (access to models transformation tools are often not available to the designer), deployment and monitoring. There are also UML-based tools such as Visual Paradigm [137] and IBM Rational Suite [117] that exhaustively support the UML standards (i.e., Use Case, Class Diagrams, and Deployment Diagrams) and provide code generation from models. From the academic research effort, a lot of tools have been released in the last decades; many of them are still active projects: NDT Suite [127] , Integranova [119] , MagicUWE [135] , and WebRatio [138] . To our knowledge there is still no survey presenting a state of art of these tools. The impact of MDWE approaches on the industry has not been studied properly so far. Although some researches have thrown light on advantages and disadvantages of MDE implementations [3, 64, 108] , there is not rigorous evidence about the benefits of MDWE approaches usage in real development contexts.
6-Achievements
In the last 25 years our community has got an enormous number of scientific and practical results, including the dissemination of MDWE technologies in dozens of universities and thousands of students and professionals of the Web field. Even though MDWE technology has not been widely adopted yet, its advances have influenced many other fields. We next describe the main achievements beginning with the IFML.
The IFML standard
The evolution from WebML to IFML is very interesting. The group in Politecnico di Milano and the WebRatio spin-off identified that the problem of formal specification of user interaction and interface was shared by every interactive application (not just Web) and specifically those using the Model-View-Controller (MVC) architectural design pattern [53, 56] . For this reason, they decided to generalize WebML in such a way that it was not Web specific but targeted to a broader set of applications (e.g. Desktop, Web and Mobile ones). Additionally, and since UML (and BPMN) covered practically all aspects of software development except the front-end aspects, they decided to narrow the scope of WebML in such a way that IFML "only" focuses on these aspects, while the rest of the approaches in some way pretend to cover the whole life-cycle. Instead of trying to adapt or extend UML to the user interaction realm (as it has been done by UWE as described previously in this paper), the IFML team decided to reuse the proprietary style of WebML (which had been successful) and began the hard road to (technically and surely politically) convince the OMG that this was a better approach. Beyond the outstanding fact that the OMG adopted IFML as a standard, the language itself has important merits (without delving into the specific notation itself which will surely evolve and improve with its use). IFML inherits the simplicity and expressivity of its "parent" WebML, improves it by removing notations which do not belong to the interaction concerns, such as business process issues, and adds user interface events as first-class citizens in the notation. Additionally, and with the aim of making IFML fit into the UML universe, the language supports the same kind of extension mechanisms that UML already possesses (e.g., stereotypes, tagged values, etc.) and it is itself described by a clearly defined meta-model. Of course, the impact of these features will be seen in practice, but the IFML team has already shown some examples to illustrate the extensibility features. However, from our point of view, the most relevant merit of IFML is the fact that it brings to light a shocking fact, which had not been made explicit in this way before. After almost 30 years since the MVC appeared as a formal concept [51] , developers building interactive applications using this architectural pattern only modeled the Model features, while the View and Controller components were not considered for its implementation-independent design (except of course for MDWE approaches) and had to be addressed at the code level. Now, the OMG offers a notation which allows specifying View and Controller features (and their relationships between each other and with the Model) using a simple notation, while UML continues to be the standard to model the Model component. Standards for specifying layout or lower level detail presentation aspects are still to come.
A community and collective knowledge
The MDWE community evolved rapidly. After the first workshop on Web Engineering in 1998 [132] held in the context of the WWW conference [122], the IWWOST series [112] , held since 2001, targeted more specifically model-based Web development techniques. Most researchers in this area gathered in the International Conference on Web Engineering (ICWE) [118] held since 2002. The more specific MDWE workshop was held since 2005 [139] and the MDWENet initiative [104] was launched soon after that in 2007. These collective efforts involved dozens of institutions and researchers both from academia and industry. As a result, the community acquired an important understanding of the problems involved in the model-driven development of Web applications and a formidable corpus of knowledge was produced and published in different venues, including journals and conferences. As mentioned previously, this knowledge was disseminated in courses, seminars and books [11, 14, 22, 85] and provides an excellent background both for new scientists and practitioners, not only those who work using model-driven techniques, but also for those developing Web applications in the "traditional" way.
Technical recognition
The prevalence of the Web as a development and deployment platform had also impact on the research topics of the software engineering community. Before the Web, it was rare to find many papers on software usability or accessibility, which of course were already important problems, as well as on other topics, such as information retrieval, which have become increasingly relevant today. The MDWE community not only brought to the scene many new problems such as navigation and user interaction modeling, but also those related with quality issues. Several researchers had already pointed out the importance of dealing with these problems in a high-level, implementation independent way [54] . However, the important number of new problems posed by the Web made this research increasingly critical since the number of users exploded in orders of magnitude. This fact not only made these subjects more popular, but also motivated new research. Many researchers in the MDWE community proposed modifications to existing user interaction modeling approaches to face the new problems [102] . Similarly, researchers in the user interaction field modified or upgraded their proposals to solve these issues [77, 78] . Nowadays, not only the OMG recognizes the importance of modeling user interaction and interface, which can be read in its presentation of the IFML (read for example the overview and benefits in [120] ), but most software engineering related conferences and journals have incorporated these issues into the list of topics of interest. Dozens of workshops related with MDWE research topics have been held in important conferences such as International Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE) [121] , International Conference on Model Driven Engineering Languages and Systems (Models) [133] , and Conference on Advanced Information Systems Engineering (CAiSE) [115] , and papers on the previously mentioned approaches have been published in all the top journals of the field. Additionally, most of the seminal research papers of the MDWE community have had an important impact in research performed by other communities, such as the User interaction or User interface communities, the Multimedia community, the Business Process community, among others. As an example of this impact, it is worth mentioning the many research works that has been done and the several approaches that have been proposed for the reverse engineering and the evolution of existing Web applications adopting MDWE methods, models, and techniques. A survey on this research can be found in [47] .
7-What Is Missing
While the technical achievements of the MDWE community have been outstanding, there are still many issues to be solved before MDWE becomes mainstream as a strategy for building real Web applications. Many of these issues are shared with the large MDE community. For the sake of comprehension, we explain these shared problems detailing the specificities of the Web engineering field.
Adoption
The problem of the adoption of model-driven development (MDD) has been widely discussed in the general software domain; specifically, many studies show that the problem is more than technical and involves also cultural, organizational, and other kind of issues [109] . In the Web engineering field, the situation is much worse indeed. While UML has already more than 20 years of life and has been practically the unique object-oriented modeling language since its birth, the myriad of Web modeling languages (briefly presented in this paper) have in some way hindered adoption. Despite the fact that WebML has been the most popular MDWE approach being used in the industry, IFML is far from being mainstream. Indeed, this standard still needs to gain a supporting community. Additionally, since the Web development activity is much more interdisciplinary than general software development, there are a huge number of developers who barely program, and of course do not model. Despite the empirical evidence presented in several works about how software quality and team productivity improves when using MDWE approaches than code-based ones [44, 61, 74] , developers ignore the benefits of adopting an MDWE approach. Also, the huge variety of programming languages and frameworks make the adoption of MDWE approaches difficult since developers tend to think about modeling techniques as to an obstacle for creativity, while in fact it is the contrary. One can reasonably argue that the lack of good tool support and the absence of user communities have an important place in this problem: some of the problems listed in the next sub-sections have also slowed down the adoption of MDWE techniques.
Better support for non-functional requirements
While there has been considerable research on modeling functional requirements and transforming them into design models and running applications, the transformation of Non-Functional Requirements (NFRs) to code has been less explored in the literature. These kind of requirements are particularly critical in Web applications, and some of them (like usability and accessibility) appear once and again as weaknesses of even small Web sites. In a recent research paper [2] the authors have clearly analyzed this deficit of model-driven approaches in the general software field. The example they use (scalability) and the different solutions (basically replication) they propose apply perfectly to show the problems in our field. Most MDWE approaches are rigid regarding the details or specificities of the architecture which will support the running application. At most, these details might be specified as after thoughts during the last code generation process. It should not be surprising that the two non-functional requirements that were most systematically addressed in MDWE approaches are usability and accessibility, precisely because they express themselves during user interaction. Accessibility was dealt with during model construction in WSDM [79] and usability was also considered in OOWS [68] . IFML itself provides some hint for improving usability, but specific usability or accessibility features cannot be yet specified.
Agility
The very nature of Web applications, with very often ill-defined requirements that are themselves very volatile, make agile approaches [59] the optimal choice to support the development process. Agile methods have quickly developed in the last 15 years and today one might say that they are pretty mature, well used in industry and with reasonable productivity. Meanwhile, model-driven approaches, in general on the Web field, tend to be "monolithic" and thought more for a waterfall rather than agile, iterative style. Even though practically all of them (from the first version of OOHDM to IFML) claim to support some kind of iterative, incremental or agile styles, there is another "cultural" problem: agile approaches usually assume (and so do developers) that the development process is more code-based than modelbased. Perhaps this is one of the biggest obstacles in the adoption of MDWE approaches. Developers are more used to write small components to address some requirement (usually expressed informally in a user story) and then iterate to the next requirement. Code refactoring allows keeping this code more or less "clean". It is absolutely obvious that the same approach (e.g., in a Scrum [15] context) could be performed using MDWE approaches (and of course UML in the general case), but this is not the state of practice today. We have been working to demonstrate different ways to introduce agility in a MDWE schema with rather good results. In [57] we presented a test-driven approach (TDD) which combined interaction tests (in the style of Selenium) with a model-driven schema to combine the agile TDD style with the use of models instead of code. In [82] we show how to use partial mockups to derive Web design models (in WebML). In this case, mockups were derived from user stories, and each development cycle dealt with a single requirement as in most agile methods but relying on automatic program derivation. In both cases the experiments with users (developers) show acceptance and good performance. However, being this topic more cultural or organizational than purely technical, the way to solve it from the MDWE field might be tricky but need to be addressed soon if we expect some kind of success.
Support for end-users
A very interesting and thorough survey on modern Web development practices [71] shows that an important portion of Web sites are or have been developed by end-users using tools such as Content Management Systems (CMSs) such as Drupal 4 or WordPress 5 . These users are grouped in communities sharing plugins, themes, designs, etc. At the same time, many other users communities have emerged in the context of the so called Web augmentation (WA) metaphor [25] , where final users adapt their preferred applications by developing scripts (usually JavaScript ones) that run on the browser. CMSs or WA communities are very active and end-users crowdsource their projects to the community, benefiting from the results. A very simple but effective reuse and sharing schema of page designs and augmentation scripts has emerged in these communities. However, and as it is cleverly indicated in [71] , the MDWE community has ignored this phenomenon. End-users often do not have the technical skills to apply the concepts underlying the MDWE approaches; they might not even have the resources to use any of them. And certainly this divorce has an important impact both in the spreading of MDWE methods and also because many of the techniques that have been used in the context of the MDWE community could be useful for end-users and at the same time end-users could enrich the MDWE community. We can mention two proposals coming from the research community to bridge this gap which fall in the end-user development style; they both use extensively the same concepts that have been developed by the MDWE community such as metamodels. The authors of [72] propose a strategy to improve design by example in WordPress by allowing users to reuse WordPress themes with a finer granularity style, by combining parts of them into new ones. CrowdMock [34] allows end-users to specify their needs to the WA community by sketching a mockup with the intended adaptation or augmentation of the intended site.
Better coverage of Web engineering technologies
While, as shown in Section 4, most MDWE methodologies adapted and improved their modeling primitives to the different technologies that arose in the century, all extensions were in some ways "ad-hoc" and the impulse towards standardization did not cover all of these technologies. To make some pending topics, we should mention that Web Engineering conferences and workshops [112, 118] promote the innovation in new research lines such as Web of things [41] , Semantic Web [98, 105] , and Social Web applications [1] (including of course social networks). IFML is still in its infancy and it has not been demonstrated if these kinds of Web software can be developed using the MDWE approach. Further research on this topic is needed.
Improvement of architectural and implementation issues
The integration of different kinds of (heterogeneous) models has not received the needed attention yet. Though this is not only a problem of MDWE approaches (since the same happens in most OMG models), there is still space for improvement regarding different ways to deal with models uniformly. This implies expressing this integration at the meta-model level (e.g., BPMN and IFML), but also at the concrete application level where different points of view of the same domain might be expressed. At the same time, and as mention in Section 7.1 and 7.2, adoption is hindered by the immaturity of tools. Specifically, most tools (not only WebRatio) are very rigid in the transformation to code phase, leaving no space for expressing the different variations that different implementation settings might have. Architectural variations are also ignored, with the exception of WebSA [53] .
Evaluation of MDWE approaches
As in other areas of MDSE, there has been scarce empirical research about the impact of MDWE on developers' productivity and application quality. While this evaluation might not be the key for encouraging adoption, it represents a pending issue in this discipline. However, we can cite two or three important research works "measuring" systematically the effect of MDWE in different aspects of Web applications development [60, 61] . Another study regarding MDD performance against code-based was performed at [74] and it focused on verifying some of the most cited benefits of MDD. By means of empirical evaluations with students, they analyzed quality, effort, productivity and satisfaction aspects on MDD and code-based projects. The research throws as result that MDD does not always yield better results than a traditional method but also highlighted that MDD provides better accuracy when developing functional requirements.
8-Concluding Remarks
Model-Driven Web Engineering (MDWE) arose in the late 90's to address the challenge of developing complex Web applications by focusing on models instead of code. Since the early days of MDWE the Web has continued its evolution and in the same way users became more demanding; as a result, Web engineers have adapted their toolboxes to face these new demands. MDWE has therefore evolved with new and fresh approaches. In these 25 years a lively community has emerged and this community has contributed with the advance of the general software engineering field. In this paper we presented a rapid overview of the road followed by the community since the early, primitive modeling languages, to the development of the new IFML standard. We showed that during this period MDWE researchers built support for different Web technologies, such as RIA, Semantic Web, Mobile Web and also improved application life cycle coverage by addressing requirement specification, testing and maintenance. The emergence of IFML is certainly not the end of the road but an important milestone; as we also discussed in this paper, there is still a lot of work to be done in order to disseminate these ideas to assure that modern Web applications are developed faster, safer, and with less errors and higher quality.
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